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Abstract

Revenue management has evolved over the years from its origins in the airline industry into a much broader discipline that analyzes algorithmic methods for demand and marketplace management, but many outside of the discipline are not aware of this transformation. The field’s transition tracks the widespread adoption of algorithmic decision-making techniques by businesses in a wide variety of industries over the last decade. We study this evolution in the field’s breadth of research, with a particular focus on revenue management papers that study online marketplaces such as e-commerce retailing, digital advertisement, and ride-hailing markets for urban transportation.

1 Introduction

The term “revenue management” (RM) has a very different meaning in academic circles than it does in colloquial speech. While the everyday use of the term is still broadly associated with airline pricing, RM is now a much bigger field of research, and one that encompasses
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a far broader set of problems. For most of its history, RM was a discipline centered on a set of questions arising from a specific pair of industries, travel and hospitality, but this is no longer the case. The tremendous growth of the technology industry over the past decade has created new opportunities for RM research and practice, and RM has grown to encompass a variety of new problems related to demand management and, more broadly, market analytics. This paper documents the evolution of research in RM, with a special focus on research developments from the past decade. We highlight the transition that occurred during the 2010s as the RM field began to serve as a broader meeting point for research on algorithmic methods for demand and marketplace management.

The transformation of the discipline tracks closely the changes that occurred in the broader economy over the past decade. Over this period, vast sectors of the economy underwent a process of algorithmization, with decision-making power increasingly being delegated from humans to algorithms. The rise of the algorithmic economy has affected many different industries, and perhaps no domain exemplifies this transformation better than the advertising industry. Over the last 10–15 years, advertising was transformed from an “analog” business centered on print and television into a business in which impressions and clicks are the primary considerations. A key element of this transformation was that advertising became programatic. That is, instead of ads being sold in advance to publishers through negotiated deals, ad allocation and pricing decisions are now often delegated to algorithms that make decisions in real time.

As a whole, the 2010s has been a decade in which the technology sector has extended its reach into many different areas of business and transformed them by implementing algorithmic decision-making techniques. Urban transportation is certainly one such example, with the emergence and growth of ride-hailing companies enabled by real-time matching and pricing algorithms. Retail itself has been deeply affected by the rise of e-commerce and its accompanying algorithmization of retail. Large online retailers often do not pick fixed prices for their products, as brick-and-mortar merchants do. Instead, they design algorithms to decide how prices should respond in real time to evolving market conditions and to fluctu-
ating inventory levels. Online retailers are also able to personalize customers’ experiences by, for example, showing different sets of products to different customers based on their predicted preferences. The growing economic importance of business models in which the interaction with consumers is mediated through real-time decision-making algorithms has opened up a large new research frontier, and RM scholars have moved into this new space and transformed the field of RM in the process. The growing importance of algorithms for business decision-making has created a need for research on how to design such algorithms, as well as research on the possibilities they enable and their inherent limitations. In this process, RM emerged as the intellectual home within management science for researchers and practitioners thinking about algorithms that are used for consumer-facing business decisions.

This aim of this paper is to explore the transformation of RM over the decades, from its origins in the airline industry to the broad field it is today. It is meant to both help outsiders to the field understand what the term “revenue management” means to RM academics today and how did this meaning come to be, as well as offer some guidance on the state of the literature to early-career RM researchers. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly cover the history of RM, from its origins until the mid-2000s. In Section 3, we discuss more recent work, with a focus on RM research applied to three prominent online marketplaces: online retailing, digital ad markets, and ride hailing. We conclude in Section 4 with remarks on the state of the discipline and brief thoughts on important problems for the field to tackle in the near future.

Since this paper discusses the evolution of RM research over a long span of time, the list of relevant papers is obviously far longer than what its bibliography can accommodate. We apologize to the authors whose work is relevant but not cited here. This paper is not meant as a full literature review (for a fairly comprehensive bibliography of the field, we refer the reader to the superb recent book by Gallego and Topaloglu [2019]). Readers should be aware that the choice of topics to highlight is influenced by the author’s area of expertise and taste. RM is a broad field of research and there are many RM papers being written on topics beyond the ones explored in this article.
2 The History of Revenue Management

2.1 The Early Days: 1970s to Early 1990s

RM started from the need to solve a fairly straightforward business question. In the early 1970s, airline travel was a luxury product. In the United States, routes, schedules, and fares were tightly controlled by the Civil Aeronautics Board, and airlines had to petition the government if they wanted to make any changes. Deregulation was being discussed, and would eventually happen with the signing of 1978 Airline Deregulation Act. In particular, airlines had a profitable business model that consisted of selling relatively expensive tickets mainly to business customers. Suppose that airlines were permitted to sell cheaper tickets as well. Could an airline somehow increase its market size by selling cheap tickets to leisure customers while, at the same time, still selling the more expensive tickets to its traditional business customers?

Littlewood [1972] was the first paper to propose a framework for analyzing this business problem. Littlewood started from the following assumption: it is possible to discriminate between business and leisure customers because these two categories of passengers have different time preferences. Oftentimes, business customers become aware of their need to travel at the last minute, whereas price-sensitive leisure customers can plan ahead. This postulated time separation between the two customer classes is obviously not a perfect description of reality, but it is potentially a reasonable approximation. If we take time separation as a given, airlines can charge low prices well in advance of the flight departure to leisure customers and charge higher prices to business customers closer to the departure date.

However, there is a potential flaw in this business strategy. Airplanes have fixed capacities, and it is possible for an airline to sell too many seats to leisure customers and thus have insufficient seats by the time business customers arrive. Clearly, airlines need some kind of “capacity protection” to ensure that a sufficient number of seats are reserved for higher-paying business customers. Suppose the prices offered to leisure (early) and business
(late) customers are \( p_L \) and \( p_H \), respectively, with \( p_L < p_H \). Let us assume that the total demand numbers from leisure and business customers are independent random variables \( X_L \) and \( X_H \). If there are \( x \) seats remaining and leisure customers are still arriving, what should a revenue-maximizing airline do?

The correct answer is that the airline should accept a request from a leisure customer (that is, while the price is \( p_L \)) if, and only if, \( p_L > p_H \cdot \mathbb{P}(X_H \geq x) \). This answer corresponds to the solution of the newsvendor model from inventory theory (Arrow et al. [1951]), with the optimal inventory to be reserved for business customers being determined by the distribution of \( X_H \), the business ticket price being \( p_H \), and cost of reserving such a unit for the business market being \( p_L \).

This simple model has been quite influential in the development of RM. By connecting RM to a classical inventory model, Littlewood [1972] served as a de facto invitation for operations management scholars to study RM. The most widely adopted airline RM models have been quantity-based approaches that are based on generalizations of Littlewood’s framework. Perhaps the most famous of such generalizations are the expected marginal seat revenue EMSR-a and EMSR-b models (Belobaba [1992]), which propose mechanisms for extending Littlewood’s framework from a two-class model to a general multiclass model.

### 2.2 The Growth of the Discipline: Mid-1990s to Mid-2000s

The mid-1990s saw RM grow into a fully formed area of research. One important development from this era was its expansion into retailing. Growing into retailing was not a matter of applying old techniques to new domains. In fact, it required a wholesale rethinking of the by-then standard (quantity-based) framework of RM and the creation of a new framework: price-based RM.

The earliest approaches to RM were quantity-based in the sense that they took prices for different product classes as given and then tried to optimize quantity allocation decisions, with Littlewood’s model being a classic example of a quantity-based RM framework. How-
ever, this approach makes less sense in retailing than in the airline world. Retail is an area that shares some similarities with the basic airline RM framework, but one that also exhibits some important differences. Consider a fashion retailer that has ordered a given inventory of a certain product from a manufacturer. The retailer has a finite amount of time to sell that inventory before the season is over. The manufacturer might also require a significant lead time, and therefore, replenishing inventory might not be possible within a selling season. Under these conditions, the problem of managing fashion inventory is not substantially different from the problem of managing an inventory of airplane seats. However, opening and closing fare classes, which is the standard approach to airline RM, is far less natural in this setting. A more natural approach for retailers is simply to vary prices over time.

There is an even more fundamental reason why Littlewood’s approach is not applicable to retailing: the postulated time separation of customers does not hold in this setting. If at all present, it exists in reverse, since fashion items are worth more earlier in the season than later on. Therefore, the classic reason for protecting inventory does not apply to retail settings. However, this does not mean that there is no need for RM in retail. The question of how to manage a finite inventory with a finite selling horizon is actually quite important in retail, but the primary concern is a little different in this context. Here, the main focus is on how to balance the risks of depleting the inventory too fast versus the risk of ending up with leftover stock at the end of the selling season. The need to address this trade-off is the origin of price-based RM.

To address this trade-off, Gallego and van Ryzin [1994] proposed what is perhaps the most influential model in RM, which we will refer to as the GvR model. In GvR, a firm owns an initial quantity of inventory and has a finite horizon in which to sell it. There is a stationary demand intensity function, and the higher the price chosen by the firm at a given time, the lower the Poisson arrival rate of purchases will be at that time. Gallego and van Ryzin [1994] used the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation to derive structural properties of optimal policies and to compute the optimal policy explicitly for specific demand intensity functions. They found that optimal policies take the form of prices that decrease continuously over time,
except that they jump upwards when purchases occur. They also proved the asymptotic optimality of a heuristic that is based on simply ignoring the stochasticity of the problem.

Since its publication, the GvR model has served as a fundamental building block of RM, and many papers have been written to extend the GvR model and address its limitations, some of which we discuss in Section 3. An important extension was the one proposed by the same authors in Gallego and van Ryzin [1997], which they showed that their treatment of single-product RM could be extended to network RM. Network RM is the problem of selling products that are composed of multiple finite resources. Airline RM is a network problem since products sold are typically return trips (potentially including layovers) that are composed of multiple flight legs. Gallego and van Ryzin [1997] showed that a deterministic approximation of the standard network RM problem could be solved via linear programming and that this heuristic generates policies that are asymptotically optimal for the stochastic version of the problem. It is an interesting historical twist that this important technique for airline RM emerged not from the quantity-based RM world where airlines were center-of-mind, but from a modification of the GvR framework that was originally designed to capture the RM problem faced by a fashion retailer.

The study of network RM eventually led to the development of choice-based RM. The goal of choice-based RM is to bring into the model the fact that consumers typically do not face a binary buy/decline option but instead have several different purchase options available to them at any given time. Choice-based RM involves the integration of discrete choice (Ben-Akiva and Lerman [1985]) into RM models. The first paper in this literature was Talluri and van Ryzin [2004a], which considered a model in which there are multiple fare classes available to consumers but there is a single resource available that gets depleted over time. A key novelty here is that the seller’s choice at each point in time is now a product set to offer instead of a price. Two influential papers in this area were Gallego et al. [2004] and Liu and van Ryzin [2008], which respectively introduced and analyzed a linear programming approach to choice-based RM. As we will see in Section 3, choice-based RM would eventually give birth to the rich world of assortment optimization.
Overall, by the early 2000s, RM was a successful academic discipline, having developed both rigorous theoretical frameworks and methods widely adopted by industry. So far, we have focused on travel and retail applications of RM, but there were other application areas that saw significant research in dynamic pricing during this era, including queuing (Paschalidis and Tsitsiklis [2000]) and inventory management (Federgruen and Heching [1999] and Chen and Simchi-Levi [2004]). For a detailed discussion of the advances in RM up to the mid-2000s, we refer the reader to the seminal book by Talluri and van Ryzin [2004b] and to the surveys by McGill and Van Ryzin [1999] and Elmaghraby and Keskinocak [2003].

3 Revenue Management for Online Markets

Over the last decade, online markets have grown tremendously, digitizing a number of different lines of business along the way. This has created a significant business need for algorithms for real-time demand management of the kind that RM researchers have been developing for decades. In this section, we discuss three application areas that have been central to RM research over the past decade: online retailing, digital advertising and ride hailing. RM for online retail is in some ways a natural progression from the earlier research on RM for brick-and-mortar retail, though with a few important differences. The latter two application areas constitute a greater departure for RM, and the tremendous growth of RM applied to these topics would have been difficult to predict a decade ago.

3.1 Online Shopping and the Growing Importance of Retail RM

Retailing has been an important driver of RM research ever since the introduction of the GvR model in 1994. However, implementing RM algorithms has typically been quite a bit more challenging in retail settings than in the world of airlines. Putting RM algorithms in place generally requires the ability to modify prices frequently and quickly as well as maintaining an accurate real-time accounting of inventory. Both of these requirements are fairly difficult to satisfy for brick-and-mortar retailers. The rise of online shopping over the
last decade has dramatically changed the picture for retail RM. Implementing an algorithm that changes a product’s price in response to demand and inventory level is not nearly as difficult a task online as it is in brick-and-mortar. The rapid growth of online commerce over the last decade has enabled retail RM to take center stage within the discipline of RM.

The increasing importance of retail RM has led many authors to try to shore up some of the weak spots of GvR as a model of retail RM. An important assumption in GvR is that the selling firm knows the demand intensity function. That is, the firm knows the expected demand response from a given price. This assumption may be justifiable in an airline setting, where firms sells flights that are almost identical to each other day after day, but it is a less plausible assumption in fashion retail, where new products are likely to generate hard-to-predict demand responses. To address this question, many authors have proposed algorithms for dynamic pricing while learning the demand function. The literature includes both parametric approaches (Araman and Caldentey [2009], Broder and Rusmevichientong [2012], Harrison et al. [2012], Chen and Farias [2013], den Boer and Zwart [2013] and Besbes and Zeevi [2015]) and nonparametric ones (e.g., Besbes and Zeevi [2009] and Keskin and Zeevi [2014]). For a survey of the field of dynamic pricing with demand learning, we refer the reader to the survey by Araman and Caldentey [2011].

Another potentially problematic assumption in GvR is that of myopic consumers, that is, consumers who respond only to present prices and not to future potential price changes. This assumption has more validity in brick-and-mortar settings than in an online shopping context, where price tracking is relatively cheap and easy. Su [2007] and Aviv and Pazgal [2008] introduced this problem to the RM community, with the latter paper arguing that in certain situations strategic consumer behavior makes committing to a price a better approach than using a dynamic pricing algorithm. Over the last decade, several different approaches to this problem have been explored in the literature, ranging from papers that constrain the pricing policies in the GvR model to ensure that delaying purchases is not a winning strategy (Chen and Farias [2018] and Chen et al. [2019]) to papers that offer new models designed to analyze strategic consumer behavior (Besbes and Lobel [2015]).
Another problem that became central to RM research over the last decade is assortment optimization, which is the problem of selecting which set of products to offer consumers in order to maximize expected profits. Although this line of work emerged from choice-based RM, it has its own distinct flavor: assortment optimization relaxes inventory considerations and focuses mainly on the question of cross-product substitution when some products are unavailable. Assortment optimization is a problem that emerged from brick-and-mortar retail but that gained its current prominence due to the growth of e-commerce retailing and the immense variety of products that can be offered by retailers online. Two of the most influential papers in this area are Farias et al. [2013] and Blanchet et al. [2016]. The former proposed a model in which the consumer population is described by a distribution over rankings of products, and offered a method for estimating a choice model by assuming sparsity (where sparsity means that a model with only a few rankings is a reasonable approximation of the true distribution of rankings). The latter paper goes in a very different direction, showing how to model the consumer choice process via a simple Markov chain. The literature on this problem is vast and growing, and it includes papers such as Caro and Gallien [2007], Rusmevichientong et al. [2010], Sauré and Zeevi [2013], Davis et al. [2014], and Agrawal et al. [2019]. For more details, we refer the reader to a recent survey of the choice-based RM and assortment optimization by Strauss et al. [2018].

The problems discussed thus far are retail RM problems that became more important in the era of online shopping. There are also problems that did not exist prior to online retail that are now quite important RM questions. Foremost among them is the topic of contextualization/personalization, which is a topic at the intersection of RM and machine learning. In brick-and-mortar settings, everyone who visits a store at a given time sees exactly the same assortment of products. In online environments, stores have the ability to personalize assortments. For each individual, a different assortment can be chosen based on what is known about that individual and that particular visit to the website. Personalized assortment optimization was first studied in the literature by Golrezaei et al. [2014] and has recently picked up momentum with papers with papers such as Cheung and Simchi-Levi
[2017] and Chen et al. [2018].

A related problem that is also in the frontier between machine learning and RM is feature-based (or contextual) pricing. There are many online platforms where the number of products listed is immense and learning the value of each product individually is impractical, if not impossible. In such scenarios, the only feasible approach to demand learning is to somehow leverage the knowledge gained from offering a given product at a given price in order to try to also learn about the value of products that are distinct but have some commonality. The easiest way to do so is by learning the values of different product features. For example, consider the problem faced by a firm selling house stays, such as Airbnb or Booking.com. The firm could learn about the value of having an extra bedroom in a given neighborhood based on one listing and learn about the value of having a swimming pool based on a different listing. Contextual pricing algorithms combine these pieces of information to generate value predictions for new untested listings. Papers on this topic include Cohen et al. [2020], Javanmard and Nazerzadeh [2019], Qiang and Bayati [2016], Ban and Keskin [2018], and Lobel et al. [2018]. As a whole, the literature on contextual approaches to RM is young and growing fast. It builds closely on ideas from machine learning, such as contextual bandits (Auer et al. [2002] and Auer [2003]), and is likely to see further growth in the next few years.

This growth in research at the interface of RM and machine learning has been deeply intertwined with the growing interest in data-driven research. As Simchi-Levi [2014] argues, classical RM papers were typically problem-driven and centered on building models. However, there is growing interest in research where data is the centerpiece of the story. A good example is Ferreira et al. [2016], where the authors apply machine learning and optimization ideas to data from an online retailer to improve pricing decisions. Other papers in the same vein include Cheung et al. [2017] and Cohen et al. [2017]. For a recent survey on data-driven revenue management, we refer the reader to Mišić and Perakis [2020].

A further area of research that has been growing in the last few years as a consequence of the boom in online shopping is the study of the interplay between RM and supply chain management. This interplay is important, for example, in omnichannel retailing, where
online prices affect not only online demand but also offline demand, and fulfillment decisions affect product availability across the retail network (Harsha et al. [2019]). RM ideas can also be used to manage e-fulfillment demand by shifting users to less crowded delivery slots via pricing (Yang et al. [2016]).

3.2 The Market for Digital Ads

The growth of RM into retail is perhaps unsurprising given the history of the field. The next two applications areas — online advertising and ride hailing — are not domains that the founders of RM could have foreseen, as these are industries that did not exist in their current form two decades ago (in the case of ride hailing, it did not exist even a decade ago).

Online advertising is a large and growing industry. It generates the majority of the revenues of Alphabet and Facebook, two of the largest companies in the world. Online ads look nothing like airplane seats and, at first sight, it is not clear why techniques devised for filling airplanes could have any use in the domain of digital advertising. However, there are a few key similarities. In online advertising, a publisher starts off with a batch of impressions to sell, where an impression is the placement of an ad on a webpage for a single user visit. Therefore, the notion of an exogenous inventory — a key element in airline RM — is also present here, though the inventory available has an extra element of stochasticity that is not present in the airline context (a web publisher does not know the exact number of visitors/impressions it will get over the next week or month, but only has an estimate). Furthermore, impressions are usually sold to advertisers via real-time algorithms, with allocation and pricing decisions made in the milliseconds between a person clicking on a link and the loading of the new webpage. As a whole, online advertising turned out to be an industry ready for RM ideas.

A good introduction to this literature is Balseiro et al. [2014], a paper that explored the connections between these two industries. It considered the case of a web publisher who has several contracts with advertisers, where the contracts specify quantities of impressions that need to be delivered over a given time horizon. The publisher wants to maximize the
quality of the impressions delivered to the advertisers, where quality can be viewed as the probability a user will click on an ad. The publisher has a second objective, which is revenue. Beyond being delivered to the contracted advertisers, impressions can also be directed to an ad exchange where they are sold to real-time bidders. For an impression sent to the ad exchange, the publisher chooses a reserve price. The authors argued that this problem is closely related to parallel-fight network RM and that the techniques that emerge from this literature, such as bid prices (Talluri and van Ryzin [1998]), can therefore also be used here.

There are a few important distinctions between digital advertising RM and classical RM. In standard RM, the seller chooses prices (or fare classes to open). In digital advertising, the platform selling the impression (often an ad exchange) chooses an auction format. That is, it chooses the rules that determine how advertisers bid on an impression and how the impression will be allocated and priced as a function of the bids. This is a larger and more complex design space than simply choosing prices. Two popular choices in this industry are first-price and second-price auctions, often augmented by a reserve price (a minimum price for an allocation to occur). The choice of such formats is partially supported by the celebrated result of Myerson [1981], which demonstrates the optimality of these auction formats when bidders are symmetric in their valuation distributions. RM researchers have been working on how to learn optimal reserve prices when valuation distributions are not known (Kanoria and Nazerzadeh [2017] and Golrezaei et al. [2018]), a problem at the intersection of RM and machine learning. Another potential avenue for improvement would be to implement Myerson’s optimal auction for settings with asymmetric bidders. However, Myerson’s auction for asymmetric bidders is quite complex and challenging to implement as it requires estimating valuation densities and is therefore rarely used in practice. To tackle this problem, RM researchers have proposed a few different techniques for approximating an optimal auction, including randomization (Celis et al. [2014]) and linearization (Golrezaei et al. [2017]).

Another key distinction between classical RM and RM for online advertising is how often a customer interacts with the seller. In classical RM, the standard assumption is that every
transaction involves a new customer. This assumption, however, is quite unrealistic in online advertising, where advertisers arrive to the platform desiring to buy thousands of impressions, not single ones. This allows for new phenomena to emerge. One such phenomenon is learning dynamics: buyers can learn about their valuations for impressions over time as well as learn about the strategies of other bidders in the market (Iyer et al. [2014] and Balseiro and Gur [2019]). Another important practical issue is financial constraints, such as budgets. Buyers might depart the system too early if their budgets get depleted too fast, affecting the competitive landscape of the auctions (Balseiro et al. [2015] and Balseiro et al. [2019]). A further interesting feature of this marketplace is that sellers might be able to use a mixture of real-time pricing and long-term contracts, including selling contracts that might offer buyers reduced spot market prices in the future. Perhaps surprisingly, complex contracts like this have the potential to unlock significantly more revenue and welfare than it is possible to obtain under dynamic pricing alone (Kakade et al. [2013], Balseiro et al. [2017], and Mirrokni and Nazerzadeh [2017]).

Overall, to be able to contribute to the domain of online advertising, RM has had to evolve from a real-time demand management discipline into a broader real-time marketplace management discipline. It has had to merge classical RM ideas with mechanism design techniques from economics and computer science. For a broader survey of this topic, we refer the reader to Korula et al. [2015].

### 3.3 Ride Hailing and Urban Transportation

Another industry that has been utterly transformed by technology in the recent past is urban transportation, which has witnessed the rise of ride-hailing companies such as Lyft and Uber. RM is at the core of how this industry functions, with the ride-hailing companies using sophisticated dynamic pricing algorithms to manage their supply and demand. Dynamic (or surge) pricing is important for ride-hailing platforms, because it enables them to offer low prices during low demand periods, while still guaranteeing high availability during high demand periods (Cachon et al. [2017]).
Dynamic pricing is the tool of choice for inducing the movement of drivers from where they are to where they are most needed. Using a natural experiment, Lu et al. [2018] showed that drivers respond to surge pricing heat maps by relocating to places where they are in higher demand. This phenomenon is analogous to the strategic consumer effect in classical RM, except that the movement of drivers is more complex since they relocate in both space and time.

Several papers have proposed models for understanding how ride-hailing platforms should use surge pricing to move drivers in space and time. Bimpikis et al. [2019] proposed a long-term network pricing model aimed at elucidating the role of traffic patterns in optimal pricing policies, and found that “balanced” traffic networks lead to better equilibrium outcomes. Besbes et al. [2020] explores a short-term model, proposing a framework for understanding how to move drivers from where they are to where they are needed via surge pricing. Afèche et al. [2017] solved an intermediate-horizon problem via driver admission control, in a way that is reminiscent of quantity-based RM. Ma et al. [2018] posed the driver movement problem as an integer program, and showed that driver-pessimal payments implement the desired driver allocation. Garg and Nazerzadeh [2019] argued that ride-hailing platforms should move from multiplicative to additive price surges in order to better manage intertemporal driver incentives.

Another interesting and novel feature of this marketplace are pick-up times. Castillo et al. [2017] pointed out that under a first-dispatch policy (closest car to rider is dispatched), low prices can cause a new form of market failure, which the authors called the wild goose chase. A wild goose chase occurs when not enough empty drivers are available, leading to drivers being sent to pick up faraway customers, increasing the system workload. They then argued that the primary role of the surge pricing algorithm is to avoid this kind of market failure. In response, Besbes et al. [2019] showed that surge pricing is not necessary to stabilize a ride-hailing system: a change in dispatch policy is an alternative solution. Overall, pick-up times are an important and relatively understudied feature of ride-hailing systems.

There is also a growing literature on matching algorithms for ride-hailing platforms. Most
of these studies do not include pricing or other classical RM controls (Hu and Zhou [2016], Feng et al. [2017], Ashlagi et al. [2018], Banerjee et al. [2018], and Ozkan and Ward [2019]), but this is beginning to change; some of the latest papers in this area include pricing as one of the platform controls (Kanoria and Qian [2019] and Ozkan [2019]). For more details on RM applied to ride hailing, we refer the reader to the recent survey by Korolko et al. [2019].

4 Concluding Remarks

Over the last decade, the economy has undergone a process of algorithmization, with activities that used to be “analog,” such as buying ads or hailing cars, switching to being mediated by real-time algorithms. This has created an opportunity and a need for a science of real-time demand and marketplace management, and the RM community has seized this opportunity. With today’s ubiquity of computing, this process is likely to accelerate, and RM researchers should be on the lookout for new industries to which they can contribute.

An important change in the business landscape over the last few years is the growing importance of machine learning. To remain relevant, the discipline of RM needs to both learn from and integrate with machine learning. Many RM problems are dynamic programming problems in nature, and there is a subfield of machine learning called reinforcement learning that deals with dynamic programs with large state-spaces. The fact that a sizable number of papers have been written in the last few years on data-driven RM, contextual pricing, personalized assortment optimization, and contextual learning of reserve prices (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2) bodes well for future interactions between RM and machine learning.

An area that is mostly unexplored and likely to be of increasing importance is the ethics and fairness of RM systems. The same contextual pricing algorithms that can be used to learn optimal prices for large numbers of products can easily be repurposed into personalized pricing algorithms that attempt to extract all consumer surplus, a direction that is likely to cause societal backlash. With a few exceptions (e.g., Cohen et al. [2019]), the field of RM has mostly not focused on the ethics and fairness of RM systems. In a similar note, privacy concerns are an increasingly important consideration in our modern economy, and
many localities are implementing laws that restrict the storage and use of data, such as the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Such laws have significant implications for RM systems, especially pricing ones. RM researchers could potentially learn from computer science work that studies algorithmic decision-making under privacy constraints, such as the differential privacy framework (Dwork [2008]).

An area where RM research has historically underperformed is the study of RM under competition. Most RM papers assume monopoly settings, but almost all applications are in oligopolistic or competitive settings. There exist some work in this area (e.g., Gallego and Hu [2014]), but this literature is small relative to its practical importance. The rise of digital markets makes this issue even more pronounced as such markets make price and availability comparisons significantly easier for consumers.

Overall, RM has been an area of study at the forefront of a transformation of the business landscape, and this is not likely to change in the near future. RM has a strong track record of integrating theory and practice, by both generating tools for industry and learning from the latest business problems. Management Science has played a key role in the growth and development of the discipline, and with the recent creation of a Revenue Management & Market Analytics department, the partnership between the journal and the discipline of RM is likely to continue growing in strength.
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